ABSTRACT A stock market index gives some illustrative information regarding the financial market. In this study, we are interested in stock indices efficiency of OECD member countries. We use Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) methodology and Second Order Stochastic Dominance (SSD) Criteria as an efficiency metrics. DEA is a linear programming based technique for measuring the relative efficiency of homogenous decision making units by their input-output rates. In the Risk-Based DEA, traditional and modern risk measures are used as inputs of the model and the mean return as an output. We consider Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) as a modern risk measure of financial asset returns. Another approach for the efficiency is Stochastic Dominance (SD) rule that takes into account the entire distribution of return, rather than the return distribution characteristics. There are several papers show that SSD constraints related to the CVaR constraints in an optimization model. Therefore, we compare Risk-Based DEA results with optimization problem with SSD constraints in the empirical study. We also test SSD efficiency of stock index pairs. The results are valuable for the asset managers who need to evaluate the performance of a stock index among others.
Introduction
According to the decision-making theory in finance, an investor wants to maximize return under tolerable risk level or minimize risk to obtain desirable return value. To provide this balance portfolio selection problem is modeled and solved by using various decision making tools. Optimal investment decision can be made by identifying the set of efficient portfolios with respect to a chosen class of risk averse investor's utility functions. Markowitz (1952) Mean-Variance Portfolio Theory is an essential study about portfolio selection and based on several distribution characteristics, such as mean and variance of return distribution. When the two parameters of the normal distribution are unknown the Mean-Variance model provide the set of efficient portfolios by using estimates of mean and covariance matrix of return distribution. The theory works quite well when the return distributions are close to normal. A weakness of this approach is the assumption that the investment of a financial instrument has a specific probability distribution. Adding some other modern risk measures, for instance CVaR, to Mean-Variance model, the portfolio analysis has gained enriched perspective in terms of the portfolio return risk. However due to the restrictions on the Mean-Variance models, new optimal selection rules that consider the increasing utility functions are considered by the researchers to analyze the portfolio efficiencies.
This paper considers efficiency of indices by using portfolio selection problem based on the Stochastic Dominance (SD) rule and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). SD rule takes into account the entire distribution of return, rather than the return distribution characteristics. New approaches are proposed to find out effective portfolios without the normality assumption of return distribution by using this rule. Stochastic dominance produces an ordered portfolio return series and identifies a portfolio dominating some other portfolios (Levy, 2006) . Several applications of stochastic dominance theory to portfolio selection are considered by Hadar and Russell (1971) , Whitmore and Findlay (1978) , Dentcheva and Ruszczynski (2006) , Roman et al. (2006) and Fidan Keçeci et al (2016) . Dentcheva and Ruszczynski (2006) , Rudolf and Ruszczynski (2008) and Fabian et al. (2011a Fabian et al. ( , 2011b considered the efficient methods to solve optimization problem with SSD constraints. Roman et al. (2006) developed a portfolio optimization algorithm for SSD efficient portfolios by using SSD with a multi-objective representation of a problem with CVaR in objective. Kuosmanen (2004) , Kopa and Chovanec (2008) described SSD portfolio efficiency measure for diversification. In Branda and Kopa (2012) , they deal with the efficiency of world stock indices comparing three approaches: Mean-Variance, SD efficiency and DEA.
DEA is another approach to measure efficiency and estimates the technical efficiency of decision making units (DMUs) over inputs and outputs values of DMUs (Charnes et al. 1978) . DEA is commonly used to evaluate the relative efficiency of a number of DMUs (Edirisinghe and Zhang, 2008) . General form of this efficiency is a ratio of weighted sum of outputs of weighted sum of inputs. There are several papers applied DEA models to portfolio performance Murthi et al. (1997) , Basso and Funari (2001) , Daraio and Simar (2006) and Edirisinghe and Zhang (2008) . In this aspect, if we set inputs as portfolio risk measures and the output as return, DEA ratio generalizes return-risk ratios for comparing investment funds (Murthi et al. 1997 ). In the study of Murthi et. al. (1997) are used as inputs and mean gross return as output while proposing a DEA efficiency index. For a comprehensive survey the reader can see (Lozano and Gutiérrez, 2008) . In our DEA model, one type of risk measure, CVaR at different confidence levels, is considered. Kopa and Chovanec (2008) introduced a SSD portfolio inefficiency measure consistence with CVaR and they used this result to describe a set of SSD efficient portfolios. Therefore, in terms of the inputs of DEA model, CVaR based DEA model is comparable with SSD portfolio efficiency measure.
In this empirical study we apply these two approaches to efficiency analysis of OECD member's stock indices. We consider 22 stock indices and compare the efficient ones that are classified according to different approaches: DEA efficiency, SSD pairwise comparisons and SSD portfolio efficiency. In the next section we mention about modern risk measures, which we use in DEA efficiency model; in the third section we introduce DEA model and fourth section provides the portfolio optimization model with SSD constraints. Additionally, rolling window analysis is taken into consideration to check the stability of efficient indices. Finally, rolling window results obtained by the two approaches are reported comparatively.
Modern Risk Measures in Financial Returns
In this section, we mention the calculation of the CVaR that are used as input in the optimization models to measure the efficiencies.
To show how to risk measures can be computed based on discretely distributed returns, we consider a random vector = ( 1 , 2 , … , )′ of returns of indices with a discrete probability distribution described by N assuming returns as equally probable scenarios. Following Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) , VaR as a smallest value such that probability that losses exceed or equal to this value is greater or equal to α confidence level. Let be a random variable and be its distribution function.
( ) = ( ≤ )
For a fixed level we define Value at Risk; ( ) = −1 ( ) (Pflug, 2000) .
Depending on the VaR definition, CVaR can be explained with the weighted average of VaR and expected losses strictly exceeding VaR 1 .
CVaR equals to conditional expectation of , ( ≥ ). Therefore CVaR can be written by
We consider CVaR levels as inputs of the Risk-Based DEA model.
Data Envelopment Analysis
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is one of the popular decision making tools, was introduced in 1978 (Charnes et al. 1978) . DEA is a linear programming based method that evaluates the efficiency of decision making units' (DMU). The main assumption
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of DEA methodology is that homogenous DMU's can be compared. In other words, the DMUs should use same kind of inputs and produce same outputs. In this study, financial stock indices correspond DMUs.
The efficiency score of any DMU is the ratio of the weighted sum of the outputs to the weighted sum of the inputs. This score is calculated relatively overall other DMUs.
DEA efficiency of unit o is evaluated using the following mathematical model: The optimization model (1) is solved for every DMU, if the objective is equal to 1; the related DMU (i.e. DMU o) is efficient. This mathematical model (1) can be rewritten as a linear programming model while adding one assumption as a constraint to optimization problem (Charnes et al. 1978) : used as inputs and the mean gross return as the output of the model. Generally we can choose different risk measures as inputs, in this study we select standard deviation as a traditional and CVaR at several confidence levels as a modern risk measures.
Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) DEA model is preferred according to literature search; in one hand Lamb and Tee (2012) showed that Non-Increasing Returns to Scale (NRS) model is appropriate to measure the efficiency of index under risk and return. On the other hand NRS results are identical with CRS results. In our study input oriented CRS model is used as in the study of Branda and Kopa (2012) .
Stochastic Dominance (SD)
Two parameters of the normal distribution, expected portfolio return rate and variance of the portfolio return rate, are identified as two portfolio performance measures respectively by Markowitz (1959) Mean-Variance approach. However, many work revealed that asset returns do not represent normal distribution. Asset manager needs a distribution of portfolio return to forecast the portfolio risk. If a distribution function fits the asset return series well, also provides consistent estimation of return risk.
Therefore, nonparametric measures are another possible approach for measuring portfolio risk. In this approach the portfolio selection problem is related with the distribution-free stochastic dominance. Series applications of stochastic dominance theory to the portfolio problem are represented (Whitmore and Findlay, 1978) . Recently new approaches have been developed showing that dominance constrained portfolio optimization problem can be efficiently solved. Dentcheva and Ruszczynski (2006) introduced a new portfolio optimization model involving SD constraints on the portfolio return rate.
Definition of the SSD Criteria
For two integrable random variables X and Y, X dominates Y in the second order if
and it is denoted by ≽2 (Hadar and Russel, 1969) . By using the shortfalls of a random variable for each target value , the second order stochastic dominance relation is defined as follows
where, [ − ] + = (0, − ). Assuming that is discrete set of scenarios, relation (4) corresponds to finite number of inequalities
for number of scenarios. Every single one of these inequalities above, which can be a constraint in an optimization problem, expresses that dominates in the second order for each 1 , 2 , … , respectively (Ogryczak and Ruszczynski, 1999) .
SSD Pairwise Efficiency
Using SSD criteria we can test stock index pairs efficiency. If the index has a discrete distribution with realization = 1 , 2 , … , , the X index dominates the index in the second order
Branda and Kopa (2012) determined efficiency between stock indices checking against their sorted returns in ascending order. Then they defined SSD portfolio inefficiency measure (Kopa and Chovanec, 2008) via CVaR constraints that is related to the average of a certain percentages of sorted returns. In our empirical study, we implement SSD pairwise efficiency directly as it is in its definition. However, the optimization problem (5) can be directly considered without a transformation to dual risk space (CVaR) in constraints of the problem.
SSD Portfolio Efficiency
For number of scenarios and number of indices, ( ) = ( 1 , 2, , … , ), series of random return rates of new portfolio and depends on the weights of the indices by ( 1 , 2, , … , ) in the portfolio. The benchmark index has a discrete distribution with realization , = 1,2, … , .
We want to find a new portfolio having maximum return and dominating second order stochastically the benchmark index. The objective function of the optimization problem is expected portfolio return. Therefore, optimization problem with SSD constraints is given in the (7) 
The optimization model (7) finds the portfolio having maximum rate of return, which dominates second order, stochastically the existing one. Therefore the return rate of new portfolio ( ) is a more preferable portfolio than benchmark index .
Since benchmark index has a discrete distribution with realization , = 1,2, … , ., the relation (7) There are many efficient implementations of portfolio optimization problems with SSD constraints we have mentioned in this paper before. We use the same optimization model with SSD and solution process in developed in Fidan Keçeci et al (2016) to test SSD portfolio efficiency.
Efficiency Analysis of OECD Countries Stock Indices
The data consist of OECD countries financial stock indices. We consider the index returns, , on a weekly basis, were calculated using the natural logarithm of the ratio of the index values, fi,
We assumed weekly returns as equally probable scenarios. In the Risk-Based DEA model we chose CVaR as inputs at 0.75, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99 levels. Addition to CVaR inputs, another DEA model is considered with the standard deviation of the stock index returns. As we mentioned before weekly mean gross returns are used as the output in both DEA models. The Risk-Based DEA problems are solved by "linprog" function in MATLAB environment.
Optimization problem with SSD constraints aims to have a portfolio with maximum expected return. If there is no such a portfolio, which second order stochastically dominates the benchmark index, then the benchmark index is SSD portfolio efficient.
To solve optimization problems with SSD constraints (9) we have used the "PSG riskprog" subroutine for MATLAB environment. The calculations were performed on a PC having a 2.5-GHz CPU and 8 GByte of RAM. The optimization problem (5) can be directly solved with PSG software without additional coding. More detailed about the implementation of problem can be found at Fidan Keçeci et al. (2016) . They presented numerical aspects of portfolio optimization with SSD constraints and they showed that their algorithm works quite efficiently. They used Portfolio Safeguard (PSG)
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Firstly, from rolling windows we show the results only for five windows dividing the whole period into five equal time intervals, in Table 2 and Table 3 . After that, rolling windows analysis results are listed completely in tables except period information. Our study differs from Branda and Kopa (2012) in one way; they investigated the efficiency for two time periods (before crisis at 2008, during crisis at 2008) but we examine 421 time periods with the help of rolling window analysis. Consequently, our study is an expanded form of theirs. Table 3 . Table 2 and Table 3 , we may say that there is no significant similarity between Risk-Based DEA and SSD portfolio efficiency scores.
In Table 4 , we have listed SSD pairwise efficiency numbers for the five time periods. For instance, in Period2 DAX index dominates number of 9 indices among 22, in second order stochastically (SSD-pairwise efficient). Another index Athens has only one time SSD pairwise efficiency in the all five periods.
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Rolling Window Results

Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the efficiency of OECD countries stock indices using two approaches: Risk-Based DEA and Optimization problem with SSD constraints. We implement rolling window analysis to follow up the persistency of efficient index during time periods. We revealed that efficiency of an index mostly depends on the time period and the approach. Thus, there are three indices exhibit consistent efficiency according to the both approaches we use. This result is important for the asset manager who seeks for more consistency in his risk attitude. However, none of these indices exhibit continuity being efficient during the all of the time windows.
We may conclude that optimization problem with SSD constraint classifies the indices as efficient more strictly than Risk-Based DEA. This is consistent with the results of Branda and Kopa (2012) . However, on the contrary of theirs when we plug traditional risk measure, standard deviation of index returns to Risk-Based DEA model, it has seen that total number of the efficient indices has increased.
We also represent SSD-pairwise efficiency to see one to one performances of the stock indices. The SSD-pairwise efficiency provides more specific information about the efficiency of the index. Finally, we anticipate that Risk-Based DEA efficiency classification changes depending on the inputs. 
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